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Downscaling of microfluidic cell culture and detection devices for electrochemical monitoring has mostly focused on miniaturization of the microfluidic chips which are often designed for specific applications and therefore lack functional flexibility. We present a compact microfluidic cell culture and electrochemical analysis platform with in-built fluid handling and detection, enabling complete cell-based assays comprising on-line electrode cleaning, sterilization, surface functionalization, cell seeding, cultivation and electrochemical real-time monitoring of cellular dynamics. To demonstrate the versatility and multifunctionality of the platform, we explored amperometric monitoring of intracellular redox activity in yeast (Saccharomyces cerevisiae) and detection of exocytotically released dopamine from rat pheochromocytoma cells (PC12). Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy was used in both applications for monitoring cell sedimentation and adhesion as well as proliferation in the case of PC12 cells. The influence of flow rate on the signal amplitude in the detection of redox metabolism as well as the effect of mechanical stimulation on dopamine release were demonstrated using the programmable fluid handling capability. The here-presented platform is aimed at applications utilizing cell-based assays, ranging from e.g. monitoring of drug effects in pharmacological studies, characterization of neural stem cell differentiation, and screening of genetically modified microorganisms to environmental monitoring.

Introduction

When designing a microfluidic device for cell-based analysis, specific requirements for a biological problem need to be carefully taken into consideration. This leads to construction of tailor-made devices to primarily address one biological function; operational flexibility and multifunctionality of the devices is rarely realized. Moreover, since the main focus is on development of specialized microfluidic cell culture chips, miniaturization of ‘in-built’ liquid handling and detection units is often overlooked; hence, bulky off-chip instrumentation is still required for fluidic operations and detection.

Monitoring of cellular dynamic processes (e.g. detection of messenger molecules, neurotransmitters, intracellular redox changes) can provide valuable information about cellular functions and evolution of various diseases, opening up possibilities for their treatment. Imbalance in production and release of neurotransmitters as well as intracellular redox metabolism have important implications for development and evolution of neurodegenerative disorders. Only for the treatment of these pathological conditions, almost 700 drugs are under development. Although well-established cell based in vitro assays have a significant role in drug discovery and toxicity assessment, there is a need for tools enabling cellular investigations on microscale allowing low sample consumption combined with fast and high-content analysis. Combination of in vitro cell based assays with in situ real-time monitoring, while keeping the cells intact, can provide a powerful analysis tool for cell based assays.
In comparison with static cell cultures, microfluidic cell culture devices can provide a more stable environment during long-term cell culturing, eliminating fluctuations in medium content and removal of metabolic waste products, as well as providing continuous nutrient and oxygen supply while minimizing risk for contamination. Microfluidic cell culture devices have been used in studies on drug metabolism and toxicity, as a diagnostic tool for neurological disorder, and for evaluating the influence of different factors on cancer development and stem cell differentiation.

Electrochemical detection techniques, on the other hand, enable real-time measurements without destroying cellular integrity and can be miniaturized, multiplexed, and automated without losing their performance. Moreover, they can easily be integrated with microfluidics and have therefore been applied for a range of biological applications, e.g., detection of cancer markers, drug screening, monitoring of enzyme kinetics, drug metabolism studies, as well as for detection of biologically important molecules such as nitric oxide and peroxynitrite.

Here, we present the design and development of a compact multifunctional microfluidic platform for monitoring of cellular dynamics, from here on referred to as EXCELL platform (Exploring CELLular Dynamics at Nanoscale) as the outcome of a EU funded project, facilitating both cell culturing and electrochemical real-time cell analysis combined with microscopic observations while maintaining cellular integrity. The platform comprises all the necessary units for fluidic operations and electrochemical detection: (i) microfluidic motherboard with integrated programmable peristaltic micropumps, as well as reagent- and waste reservoirs, (ii) exchangeable microfluidic cell culture and analysis chip with an integrated 12-microelectrode array chip, and (iii) a miniaturized tailor-made 12-channel bipotentiostat realized on a printed circuit board operated by a tailor-made acquisition and analysis software that also enables control of the micropumps. The multifunctionality of the EXCELL platform is characterized by its ability to facilitate different cell based assays. As examples, two established cell based assays, (i) amperometric monitoring of intracellular redox activity in yeast (Saccharomyces cerevisiae) and (ii) detection of the exocytotically released dopamine (DA) from rat pheochromocytoma cells (PC12), were performed following changes in cellular dynamics.

The intracellular redox metabolism in yeast (Saccharomyces cerevisiae) has been monitored amperometrically under static conditions in immobilized cells using soluble double mediator system menadione/potassium hexacyanoferrate (ferricyanide), and the applicability of the assay in a microfluidic environment was preliminarily evaluated. Recently, intracellular redox activity of yeast cells was achieved by ‘wiring’ the cells to the electrode surface with a polymeric mediator (redox active osmium polymer) applied in a microfluidic environment. However, this microfluidic adaptation is only suitable for analyzing cells that have been prepared in advance and then introduced into a microfluidic platform. For a wider applicability of the technique in a microfluidic environment, for instance, by combining perfusion culture and analysis of genetically modified cells, “wiring” and immobilization of cells is not suitable. Here, we performed an assay on redox metabolism using the soluble mediators, menadione (intracellular accessibility) and ferricyanide (extracellular secondary mediator) directly after electrochemical impedance spectroscopic (EIS) monitoring of cell sedimentation and evaluated the effect of flow rate on signal intensity.

DA is a neurotransmitter involved in several neurodegenerative disorders. Electrochemical detection of single vesicle exocytotic DA release has been pioneered by Wightman and co-workers using carbon fibre microelectrodes. The development of microfabrication techniques has opened possibilities for constructing novel electrodes and electroanalytical systems, giving rise to various technical developments for single cell neurotransmitter detection. Measurements at single cell level provide valuable information about the mechanism of exocytosis and effect of drugs. However, the experimental procedures are labour intensive, limiting the available information. On the other hand, monitoring of exocytosis on cell population level can provide facile screening of drug effects and characterization of neural stem cells developed for cell replacement therapy of neurodegenerative diseases. The development of electrochemical methods and analysis platforms for population based neurotransmitter detection, specifically for DA, is a new emerging field with scarce applications in microfluidic environment. We measured DA release from PC12 cells induced by both chemical and mechanical (increased flow rate) stimulation in the microfluidic environment after EIS monitoring of cell adhesion and growth.

Results and discussion

Assessment of the on-line cleaning of the electrodes

Cleaning of electrode surfaces represents a crucial step in order to assure reproducibility and stability of electrochemical detection. The optimized cleaning procedure for Au electrodes, as previously presented elsewhere, comprises both a chemical and electrochemical step. The complete cleaning, as evaluated in an electrochemical batch cell, renders electrodes with a highly reproducible behaviour. During system assembly (as described in the Experimental section), each microelectrode chip undergoes chemical cleaning prior to integration with microfluidics, since it is not amenable for a closed microfluidic system due to strong gas evolution during the process. The electrochemical cleaning, which can instead be easily performed on-line after complete assembly of the platform, removes possible contaminations due to the attachment of the silicon adhesive gasket.

Based on our tests, the combination of chemical cleaning of microelectrode chips prior to integration and on-line electrochemical cleaning after integration (detailed description in the Experimental section) provides optimal electrode reproducibility. Moreover, electrodes that have been used for a cell based assay can be re-cleaned afterwards using the on-line electrochemical procedure.

Table 1 presents a summary of electrode characterization comparing the cyclic voltammetric behaviour (probed using
10 mM ferricyanide/ferrocyanide) of already used working electrodes (WEs) before recleaning has been performed and the same electrodes after the electrochemical on-line cleaning followed by Cys modification. The results indicate that all the aspects defining optimal electrode behaviour for electrochemical assays, i.e. peak separation, peak current and reproducibility of the obtained current response, are re-established and significantly improved.

The results in Table 1 show that the platform allows, aside from carrying out and monitoring the electrochemical cleaning after integration, reusability of the integrated electrodes. All the re-cleaning and re-functionalization steps can be performed on-line by introducing different solutions in the chambers and applying a required potential to the electrodes without disassembling the platform.

### Monitoring of yeast cell sedimentation and intracellular redox metabolism

When seeding yeast cells into miniaturized devices in preparation for experiments involving electrochemical monitoring, a sufficient time has to be allocated for cell sedimentation.\textsuperscript{44} We have previously shown the suitability of EIS for monitoring the progress of yeast cell sedimentation\textsuperscript{44} as a means to evaluate when the cell seeding is complete allowing initiation of the assay. After yeast sedimentation was achieved, the amperometric monitoring of the intracellular redox metabolism was performed under microfluidic conditions by using the menadione/ferricyanide double mediator system.\textsuperscript{29}

### EIS monitoring of yeast cell seeding

After loading the microfluidic chambers with yeast suspension, the progress of cell seeding was first monitored over time (every 5 min) unto the Cys modified electrodes,\textsuperscript{44} by acquiring impedance spectra in PBS containing an equimolar amount of ferri/ferrocyanide. Fig. 1A shows the recorded spectra as Nyquist plots, which show the characteristic electrode–electrolyte interface behaviour under a faradaic process, i.e. kinetic and mass transfer limitation represented by charge transfer resistance ($R_\text{ct}$) and Warburg impedance ($Z_\text{w}$), respectively. Generally, at solid electrodes such interfaces can be modelled using the Randles equivalent circuit\textsuperscript{46} modified
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**Fig. 1.** EIS monitoring of *Saccharomyces cerevisiae* seeding with time: (A) Nyquist plots acquired during cell sedimentation ($Z_{\text{IM}}$ and $Z_{\text{RI}}$ represent the imaginary and real part of the impedance, respectively); (B) normalized impedance spectra (CI) of cell sedimentation; (C) variation of CI at 57 Hz in three chambers with 1250 ± 228 cells per mm$^2$ and three control chambers in the absence of cells. Error bars represent SD ($n = 3$). Impedance spectra were recorded in the frequency range 1 Hz to 100 kHz every 5 minutes in PBS containing 10 mM ferri/ferrocyanide.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Determined parameter</th>
<th>Before recleaning</th>
<th>After recleaning/Cys modification</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Peak separation (mV)</td>
<td>709</td>
<td>90.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peak separation variability (RSD%)</td>
<td>17%</td>
<td>7.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oxidation peak current (µA)</td>
<td>1.58</td>
<td>3.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oxidation peak current variability (RSD%)</td>
<td>8.2</td>
<td>2.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reduction peak current (µA)</td>
<td>−1.57</td>
<td>−3.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reduction peak current variability (RSD%)</td>
<td>9.5</td>
<td>4.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 1.** Peak separation and peak current (oxidation and reduction) for Cys modified WEs of a microelectrode chip probed by 10 mM ferricyanide/ferrocyanide in PBS. Each side of the 8 IDEs was characterized separately. ($n = 16$)
by replacing the double layer capacitance by the constant phase element (CPE). This general behaviour is represented by the first Nyquist plot recorded immediately after cell loading \((i = 0)\) when only a fraction of the cells had sedimented onto the electrodes. The subsequent spectra, acquired during the continued deposition of yeast cells at the bottom of the chamber, show an increase in the \(R_{ct}\) due to the decreasing free electrode area. However, an increasing deviation can be observed from the behaviour described by the modified Randles equivalent circuit, characterized by the low-frequency bending of the \(Z_n\) line. To model such spectral behaviour, a more detailed equivalent circuit is required. To simplify data analysis, instead of using curve fitting to an equivalent circuit, quantitative progress of cell sedimentation can be determined by normalizing impedance spectra (presented in Fig. 1B as Cell Index, CI, with detailed description in the Experimental section). The average CI values for three microfluidic chambers vs. time presented in Fig. 1C were calculated from the normalized spectra (Fig. 1B) at 57 Hz. Although the average CI for three control chambers without cells shows a positive drift, the trend is linear in contrast with the one for the cell loaded chambers which is levelling off.

**Flow rate dependent signal intensity of yeast redox metabolism**

In microfluidic applications on monitoring of cellular redox metabolism, the magnitude of the recorded current is dependent on a quantitative transfer of the electrons vested from the cellular redox metabolism to the electrode. In our previous application using cell “wiring” with the polymeric mediator (redox active osmium polymer), the electrons were shuttled effectively (by the formed menadiol) from the cellular redox metabolism to the electrode through the redox centres of the polymer where the cells were anchored. Hence, the maximal current response was not significantly dependent on the applied flow rate. However, when the secondary mediator (ferricyanide) is soluble, it may be partially flushed away before it can be detected at the electrode surface. This can result in a response that does not accurately reflect the cellular redox metabolism.

We monitored yeast redox metabolism, demonstrating specifically the influence of flow rate on the recorded current response. Fig. 2A shows the dynamics of recorded current in four different chambers. One chamber without cells was used as control (red line) and the three other chambers were loaded with the same amount of cells \((1250 \pm 228 \text{ cells per mm}^2)\). The black line shows the average of the response recorded in the three chambers, while the grey band represents the standard deviation between the measurements. A stable baseline was reached when PBS was perfused through the system at a flow rate of 10 \(\mu\text{L min}^{-1}\) flow rate with no significant differences observed between the chambers (control or those loaded with cells). When 2 mM ferricyanide was introduced into the chambers (indicated as F), the current in the presence of yeast cells reached a rather small but stable level, indicating the redox activity related to membrane bound redox enzymes since ferricyanide is not able to diffuse through the plasma membrane into the intracellular environment. Introduction of buffer also containing 100 \(\mu\text{M}\) menadione (indicated as F + M) increased the current response now reflecting the involvement of the intracellular redox metabolism which was further increased upon gradually decreasing the flow rate from 10 to 0.4 \(\mu\text{L min}^{-1}\). The inset of Fig. 2A shows a comparison of the current responses at steady-state for each of the flow rates. Although decreasing the flow rate by a factor of 25 (from 10 to 0.4 \(\mu\text{L min}^{-1}\)) only corresponds to approximately 2.5-time increase in the current response, the achieved effect is, nevertheless, significant for experiments where even a marginal enhancement in the observed dynamics can help distinguish between biological effects.

At the beginning of the measurement shown in Fig. 2B, the chambers were perfused at a flow rate of 10 \(\mu\text{L min}^{-1}\) with PBS containing 2 mM ferricyanide followed by the same buffer having 100 \(\mu\text{M}\) menadione. When the flow rate was decreased...
from 10 to 2 and further to 0.4 μL min⁻¹, analogously as for the response curve in Fig. 2A, a gradual increase in the current could be observed. Upon returning back to the 10 μL min⁻¹ flow rate the current is decreased, reaching the same level previously obtained for that flow rate. This indicates that the mapped basal level of redox activity is under steady state control, the variation in current being only dependent on the applied flow rate. After 16 min, a 10 mM glucose solution was perfused through the system, resulting in an acceleration of redox metabolism due to increased availability of NAD(P)H indicated by the further increase in current. As observed for the basal level of redox metabolism when only menadione and ferricyanide were present, the administered glucose leads to a steady state of redox metabolism, the current level being influenced only by the applied flow rate.

Detection is only possible if menadione is reduced intracellularly and reoxidized forming ferrocyanide that can reach the electrode surface to be oxidized. Our previous study using polymeric mediator showed that a high current response is obtained even at a higher flow rate, such as 10 μL min⁻¹. This means that the observed current dynamics, i.e. a low current response at a higher flow rate is not caused by the cellular metabolism. Hence, the increased current response at a decreased flow rate can be explained by the fact that the removal of the mediators is slower, i.e. a greater fraction of the formed ferrocyanide is reoxidized at the electrode surface resulting in the higher current.

This experiment further highlights the necessary aspects of redox metabolism assays in relation to the functional features of the platform: (1) a fast flow rate is initially needed to promptly deliver a solution (an additional mediator or cellular effector) to the microfluidic chamber and equilibrate the concentration to have a well-defined response. (2) A change in the flow rate is required to enhance the current. Such flow conditions with prompt and precise changes in flow rate, without interrupting the flow, are readily achieved using the LabView programmable micropumps integrated on the platform (presented in the Experimental section).

Monitoring of PC12 cell growth and detection of DA exocytosis
In neurotransmitter detection assays in microfluidics, the effect of possible mechanical perturbations is usually not taken into consideration. Therefore, we performed and compared the effect of both chemical and mechanical stimulation of PC12 cells and quantified the released DA. Prior to and after the DA detection, the adhesion and proliferation of PC12 cells was monitored in real-time for evaluating the condition of the cell population.

EIS monitoring of PC12 cell growth
Preparation of cell based electrochemical experiments to be conducted in a microfluidic environment requires optimization of cell coverage on the electrodes. Aside from diverse applications, such as toxicological evaluation,²⁵,⁴⁸ EIS monitoring functions as a tool to assess cell adherence⁴⁵ on electrodes in preparation for further bioassays, such as exocytosis detection from cell populations.

PC12 cells were seeded using suspensions with different cell densities (from 1.5 to 3 million cells per mL) in order to find an optimal density, which gives uniform cell coverage on the WEs. We found a correlation between the initial cell density in the seeding suspension and the number of cells on the WEs in the microfluidic chambers (Fig. 3A). The optimal density of seeded PC12 cells was 3 million cells per mL, resulting in uniform coverage on the WEs (270 ± 34 cells per WE area; average ± SD, n = 3). This cell density was similar to the one used earlier by Sasso et al.²⁷ when measuring DA release from populations of PC12 cells in a batch system using the same electrode design.

After cell seeding, PC12 cells were kept at stopped flow condition to facilitate adhesion. The EIS monitoring was performed at 250 mL min⁻¹ flow rate, which does not have any influence on EIS recordings as indicated by the overlapping Bode plots in Fig. 3B. Impedance spectra were recorded once an hour by applying a 200 μV sinoidal potential. Fig. 3D shows a characteristic growth curve presented as CI vs. time. The adhesion and migration of the PC12 cells was observed during the first 5–10 h of the EIS monitoring followed by an increase in CI until 25 h before reaching a plateau. After having reached the steady-state in the growth curve at 25 h, an exocytosis measurement could have already been initiated. In this case, the EIS monitoring was, however, continued until 45 h, where a typical decreasing trend could be seen until 32 h, indicating the low adhesion and clustering/partial detachment of PC12 cells,⁴⁹ followed by a steady-state up to 45 h. After a conducted exocytosis measurement (discussed below), the impedance recording was continued. Now, the starting CI level was clearly below the value that had been reached at 45 h, showing only a slow increase in CI (Fig. 3D).

This drastic effect in the CI level could be due to the changes during exocytosis measurements in the biological condition (e.g., exposure of the cell population to room temperature and lack of serum proteins in the assay buffers that further deteriorates cell adhesion) affecting the subsequent impedance measurements. The presented study illustrates significant points when using EIS as a tool in preparation for cell based experiments: it provides a possibility to assess in real-time the condition of cell cultures to (1) ensure the best timing for continued experiments, and (2) evaluate the effect of experimental conditions on the cell population.

Amperometric monitoring of DA exocytosis
Based on previous studies on collagen coated electrodes,²⁰ the extracellular matrix protein coating was considered to decrease the efficiency of DA detection. We found that the electrochemical detection of DA on laminin coated electrodes is improved compared to bare electrodes (Fig. 3C). The applied potential for DA detection (E_app = 400 mV vs. on-chip Au RE) was chosen based on the cyclic voltammogram on laminin modified electrode (Fig. 3C) in order to have sufficient overpotential for DA oxidation. Detection of DA release from the PC12 cell population (Fig. 3D) was performed after 45 h of cell
growth by introducing buffer containing elevated K⁺ concentration (1 μL min⁻¹ flow rate) into the cell culture chamber. The current response due to oxidation of the released DA (Fig. 3D inset) starts when the elevated K⁺ buffer enters the cell culture chamber in the vicinity of the WE and lasts for approximately the period corresponding to the passage of the buffer over the WE area at the given flow rate (1 μL min⁻¹).

Aside from DA exocytosis induced by elevated K⁺, we also recorded current–time traces related to DA release induced mechanically by increasing the flow rate from 1 μL min⁻¹ to 10 μL min⁻¹ for 10 s (Fig. 4A). The flow rates were chosen based on calculations performed to evaluate the effect of shear stress at different flow rates indicating that 1 μL min⁻¹ does not cause any adversary effect on the cells while 10 μL min⁻¹ generates a shear stress level of 12 mPa. When comparing the current responses from K⁺ and mechanically induced DA release, we observed that both the charge (Fig. 4B) calculated by integrating the area of the current peak and duration of DA release (Fig. 4C) are much lower in the case of mechanical induction while the peak heights are similar (Fig. 4D). The quantity (charge) of released DA is much lower in the case of mechanical induction as reported earlier in the case of single cell exocytotic events.

The used flow rate for neurotransmitter detection from populations of PC12 cells in a microfluidic environment varies depending on the structure of the microfluidic chamber/channel where the cells reside. Our results indicate that when chemical stimulation is to be used it is significant to optimise the flow conditions in order to avoid mechanical stimulation, however, this aspect is not commonly addressed in publications.

To further explore the experimental possibilities of the platform, we monitored DA depletion from the same population of PC12 cells (Fig. 4E). There is a drastic decrease in both peak height and charge between the first and second K⁺ induced DA release, followed by a gradually decreasing signal when the cells were mechanically stimulated using high-K⁺ buffer showing the DA depletion of the cells.

**Experimental**

**The EXCELL platform**

The fully integrated EXCELL platform is shown in Fig. 5 with (A) and without (B) the EXCELL potentiostat attached. The EXCELL platform is equipped with: (1) a base plate to accommodate all the necessary components, (2) four 8-channel peristaltic micropumps operated with Lego® Interactive servo motors connected to NXT Intelligent Brick units (Lego Systems A/S, Billund, Denmark) under control of the custom-made LabView-based EXCELL software, (3) four 8-channel pump ribbons in poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS), (4) four different sample and/or waste reservoirs and (5) a ‘plug-in’ microfluidic chip with integrated 12-microelectrode array chip (Fig. 5C) with the capability to electrochemically address 12 separate cell culture chambers (Fig. 5D) individually, monitoring 12 different cell populations. The EXCELL potentiostat was operated by the custom-made EXCELL acquisition and analysis software that enables different electrochemical techniques (e.g., cyclic...
Fig. 5  Photographs of the fully integrated EXCELL cell culture and analysis platform (A) with the 12-channel EXCELL bipotentiostat and (B) without the potentiostat showing the microfluidic cell culture chip (5) with integrated microelectrode arrays. The baseplate (1) houses: 4 peristaltic micropumps (2) with PDMS pump ribbons (3) (operated by Lego® servo motors); pressurized reservoirs for culture medium, assay buffers and waste (4) (gas for pressurization is led through the lids). (C) A photograph of a 12-microelectrode array chip (insert: a microscopic image of one measurement site with 3-electrode configuration showing the counter (CE), working (WE) and reference electrode (RE)). (D) A schematic representation of an individual cell culture chamber in the microfluidic cell culture array chip (the microelectrode array chip forms the bottom of the chamber). (E) An illustration of the assembly of a microfluidic cell culture array chip: the 5 mm PMMA support (1) houses fluidic connections to the platform and a microelectrode array chip (2), which is integrated to the microfluidic cell culture array chip (3) (composed of three 500 μm PMMA layers through a 50 μm laser-cut double adhesive silicon gasket (4). Electric connections between the microelectrode array chip and the EXCELL potentiostat (5) are formed using spring loaded pins.

Fig. 4  (A) A typical current–time trace recorded during DA release from PC12 cells induced by elevated (150 mM) K⁺ concentration perfused at 1 μL min⁻¹ flow rate (black line), and mechanical pulse (increased flow rate, 10 μL min⁻¹) for 10 s (grey line). The control represented as baseline trace was recorded in a chamber without cells (red line) under perfusion at 1 μL min⁻¹ flow rate. (B) Charge corresponding to the amount of released DA, (C) duration of DA release, and (D) peak height were determined for both K⁺ and mechanically induced DA release from three independent populations of PC12 cells. The error bars represent SD. (E) Dynamic monitoring of DA depletion from a population of PC12 cells. (All amperometric recordings were acquired from a similar number of cells while the WEs were biased at +400 mV vs. on-chip Au RE.)
voltammetry, amperometry and electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS)). Data acquisition was done through a portable NI-6259 USB system (National Instruments Corporation, Austin, TX, USA).

To avoid bubble formation, the platform was pressurised (Fig. 5B) through connections integrated in the lid of each reservoir (0.4 bar overpressure provided by a gas mixture composed of 5% CO₂/20% oxygen/75% nitrogen supplied by AGA A/S, Copenhagen, Denmark). Each gas connection was established using a 6 mm HPLC connector and equipped with a 0.5 μm cut-off filter unit (all components from IDEX Health & Science SA, Glattbrugg, Switzerland) to avoid contamination and infection during perfusion culture. The connection between sample/waste reservoirs, and the plug-in microfluidic array chip was achieved through the peristaltic pumps via the PDMS multichannel ribbons.

All the polymeric components of the platform were designed using AutoCAD 2013 (Autodesk, Inc., San Rafael, CA, USA), machined by micromilling using a Mini-Mill/3PRO system (Minitecch Machinery Corporation, Norcross, GA, USA) executing G-code generated by EZ-CAM17 Express software (EZCAM Solutions, Inc., New York, NY, USA) and thermally bonded (20 min at 85 °C/4.4 MPa using a PW20 hydraulic press from Paul-Otto Weber GmbH, Remshalden, Germany) after 1 min UV activation (5000-EC Series UV Curing Flood Lamp System from Dymax Corporation, Torrington, CT, USA).

**Microfluidic cell culture chip with integrated microelectrode array**

The microfluidic cell culture chips, composed of three 500 μm thick poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) layers with microfluidic channels, were micromilled and bonded as described above (schematically shown in Fig. 5E). The chips with 12 microelectrode arrays (Fig. 5C), each consisting of a working (WE), counter (CE) and reference (RE) electrode, were fabricated on a wet oxidized 4-inch Si wafer (one side polished) using UV lithography with a lift-off process as previously described. The Au WE are interdigitated electrodes (IDE) with twelve 500 μm long and 10 μm wide digits (gap: 10 μm). Both the CEs and REs are Au disks with 700 μm and 50 μm diameter, respectively.

Prior to integration, the microelectrode array chip was chemically cleaned in a mixture of 25% H₂O₂ and 50 mM KOH. The integration (Fig. 5E) was done by placing the microelectrode array chip in a 5 mm PMMA holder and attaching it to the microfluidic cell culture chip using a silicon adhesive gasket (INT TA106) (Intertronics, Oxfordshire, UK) cut with laser ablation (48-55 Duo Lase carbon dioxide laser, Synrad Inc., Mukilteo, WA, USA) in order to form the cell culture/detection chambers (Fig. 5D) facilitating cell seeding and assays.

**Chemicals**

Potassium hydroxide (semiconductor grade), sodium hydroxide, potassium chloride, potassium hexacyanoferrate(II) (ferrocyanide), potassium hexacyanoferrate(III) (ferricyanide), and glucose (all BioXtra grade), sodium chloride, magnesium chloride hexahydrate, calcium chloride dihydrate, hydrochloric acid, and 4-[2-hydroxyethyl]piperazine-1-ethanesulfonic acid (HEPES; 1 M solution) (all BioReagent grade), hydrogen peroxide (30% solution in water), cysteamine hydrochloride (Cys), mandelionate, 2-(3,4-dihydroxyphenyl)ethylamine hydrochloride (dopamine), 3-(3,4-dihydroxyphenyl)-L-alanine (l-DOPA), laminin from Engelbreth-Holm-Swarm murine sarcoma basement membrane, polyethylenimine (PEI, branched, average Mₜ ≈ 25 000), horse serum (HS), fetal bovine serum (FBS), cell culture tested phosphate buffered saline (PBS) and water were all purchased from Sigma Aldrich Corporation (St. Louis, MO, USA). Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle Medium/Ham’s Nutrient Mixture F12 with GlutaMAX (DMEM/F12), trypsin–EDTA (0.05%), and penicillin/streptomycin (P/S) were purchased from Life Technologies Ltd (Paisley, UK). The aqueous solutions used in experiments on PC12 cells were prepared in cell culture tested water. All other aqueous solutions were prepared in ultrapure water (resistivity 18.2 Mohm cm) obtained from a Milli-Q® water purification system (Millipore Corporation, Billerica, MA, USA).

**On-line electrode cleaning, functionalization and sterilization**

After integration of a microelectrode chip with a microfluidic cell culture chip and assembly of the platform, an on-line electrochemical cleaning potential sweep from −200 mV to −1200 mV vs. on-chip Au RE at a 50 mV s⁻¹ scan rate in 50 mM KOH was performed to ensure optimal function of the electrode arrays. The cleaning procedure was followed by an on-line functionalization step necessary to ensure optimum conditions for the experiments. Yeast redox metabolism was monitored on electrodes functionalized with a self-assembled monolayer (SAM) of Cys (200 mM, 2 h, stopped-flow) shown to enhance the interaction between electrodes and yeast cells. In preparation for PC12 cell culturing and detection of DA exocytosis, the microfluidic cell culture platform was cleaned and sterilized using 500 mM NaOH introduced at 30 μL min⁻¹ followed by 20 min perfusion at 5 μL min⁻¹ flow rate. After sterilization, the NaOH solution was removed from the platform followed by introduction of PBS (30 μL min⁻¹) and rinsing (15 μL min⁻¹) for 30 min. All the subsequent steps were performed under sterile conditions. For enhanced cell adhesion, the microelectrode arrays were coated with laminin (20 μg mL⁻¹ in PBS, 2 h at 37 °C in an incubator) at a constant flow rate of 250 μL min⁻¹ under pressurization. The excess laminin solution was removed followed by rinsing with PBS (15 μL min⁻¹, 20 min). All the on-line cleaning and functionalization steps were performed using aqueous solutions that are compatible with PMMA. The microfluidic chips with integrated electrode chip were used once after re-cleaning.

**Yeast sedimentation and intracellular redox activity assay**

*Saccharomyces cerevisiae* cells (baker’s yeast from Jästbolaget AB, Sweden) were suspended at a density of 10 mg mL⁻¹ in PBS containing 10 mM ferricyanide and ferrocyanide. The cell suspension was placed in the outlet reservoirs of the platform. Cell loading was performed under continuous microscopic
monitoring (Zeiss Axio Imager M1m microscope from Carl Zeiss AG, Göttingen, Germany) using reverse flow (7 µL min⁻¹, 15 min) from the outlet reservoirs (Fig. 5B). After cell loading, the progress of cell seeding (sedimentation on the electrodes) was monitored with EIS for 50 min at 5 min measurement interval using the EXCELL potentiostat/software (1 mV sinusoidal potential applied in the frequency range 1 Hz to 100 kHz, 10 data points per decade) based on a protocol developed for static conditions. The amperometric monitoring of intracellular redox activity was based on a method previously developed by Heiskanen et al. using the menadione/ferricyanide double mediator system. This assay monitors the dynamics in the NAD(P)⁺/NAD(P)H pool via the lipophilic mediator (menadione) that freely diffuses into the intracellular environment, where it is reduced to menadiol by menadione reducing enzymes. The lipophilic menadiol can diffuse back into the extracellular environment, where it is reoxidized by the secondary hydrophilic mediator, ferricyanide. The current recorded at the electrode surface due to oxidation of the formed ferrocyanide is an indicator of the cellular reducing capacity related to the availability of NAD(P)H. In the assay, the microfluidic chambers were initially filled with PBS followed by sequential addition of PBS containing 2 mM ferricyanide, 100 mM menadione and 10 mM glucose. The amperometric measurements were performed at +350 mV vs. the on-chip Au RE.

**PC12 cell seeding, proliferation and DA exocytosis**

PC12 cells (Deutsche Sammlung von Mikroorganismen und Zellkulturen GmbH, Braunschweig, Germany) were subcultured in PEI coated (50 µg mL⁻¹ in PBS, 2 h at room temperature) T25 culture flasks (Nunc A/S, Roskilde, Denmark) using growth medium (DMEM supplemented with 15% HS, 2.5% FBS, 1% P/S and 0.5% HEPES). In preparation for microfluidic experiments, the cells were trypsinized from the culture flasks using trypsin–EDTA, counted using a standard hemocytometer and suspended in culture medium to obtain a desired cell density. Cell seeding in the platform was done as described above for yeast experiments. After seeding, the cells were left to adhere at stopped flow condition for 2 h and thereafter cultured under perfusion at a flow rate of 250 mL min⁻¹ for at least 24 h before detection of DA exocytosis. Cell culturing was performed at 37 °C in a humidified incubator at an atmosphere of 5% CO₂/95% air.

After cell seeding, the progress of cell adhesion, spreading and proliferation was monitored for at least 24 h at 1 h measurement interval using EIS (200 µV sinusoidal potential applied in the frequency range 100 Hz to 100 kHz, 10 data points per decade). Prior to exocytosis experiments, PC12 cells were incubated in medium containing 100 µM of the dopamine precursor L-DOPA (2 h at 250 nL min⁻¹ flow rate) to increase the vesicular dopamine content. The L-DOPA containing medium was exchanged for low-K⁺ buffer (10 mM HEPES, 5 mM glucose, 1.2 mM MgCl₂, 2 mM CaCl₂, 150 mM NaCl and 5 mM KCl) used for baseline recording. The baseline buffer was exchanged for high-K⁺ stimulation buffer (the same composition as in the baseline buffer except for 150 mM KCl and 5 mM NaCl). Baseline recording and K⁺-induction of DA release were conducted at a flow rate of 1 µL min⁻¹, whereas mechanical induction was achieved by applying a 10 s flow pulse (10 µL min⁻¹ using baseline buffer). DA release was detected by oxidation on the WEs at 400 mV vs. on-chip Au RE. To facilitate recording of pA range currents CHI potentiostat (Model 1010A, CH Instrument Inc., Austin, TX, USA) was connected to the platform through a printed circuit board and used for all exocytosis measurements with shielded cables to minimize the random environmental noise.

Microscopic imaging during experiments was done using a Zeiss Axio Imager M1m microscope (Carl Zeiss AG, Göttingen, Germany) equipped with a Neo 5.5 sCMOS camera under control of Solis (i) software (version 4.22.30007.0) from Andor Technology Ltd. (Belfast, UK).

**Analysis of impedance data**

Impedance spectra acquired during experiments involving yeast and PC12 cells were expressed using the dimensionless parameter Cell Index (CI), which represents the maximum value of normalized impedance based on eqn (1).

\[
\text{CI}(t) = \max_{i=1,...,N}\{[|Z(t,f_i)| - |Z(0,f_i)|]/|Z(0,f_i)|\}
\]

where \(|Z(t,f_i)|\) is the magnitude of impedance at a given frequency and time point and \(|Z(0,f_i)|\) is the magnitude of impedance at the same frequency at the beginning of the experiment recorded in the absence of cells. For each time point, the CI was calculated by analysing the entire spectrum (10 points per decade).

**Conclusions**

Commonly used electrochemical microfluidic cell culture and detection devises are tailored for a specific application without providing operational flexibility for different cell based assays. The miniaturization of these devices is specifically targeting the cell culture unit/chip without considering the necessary functional parts, such as fluid handling and detection. Here, we have presented a microfluidic platform that represents a major step towards self-contained, robust analysis tools with integrated programmable fluid handling and electrochemical detection enabling automated long-term cell culturing and monitoring.

The presented biological work confirms the multifunctionality of the platform and forms the basis for further biological applications, such as drug-toxicity assays, study of stem cell differentiation combined with detection of signaling molecules, toxicological evaluation in environmental monitoring and screening of genetically modified microorganisms in strain engineering. Both the microfluidic chip and the integrated electrode chip can be redesigned to increase throughput in analysis and adaptation to a specific cell based assay, while maintaining the fluid handling and detection unit. Furthermore, using the presented prototyping the platform can be further miniaturized if needed for a specific application. Additionally, the in-built pressurization of the platform allows
control of the gas composition (CO₂ level) to which cells are exposed in the microfluidic environment, providing incubator-free culture conditions once a temperature control unit is incorporated.
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